May 25, 2018
Eli Ilano, Forest Supervisor
Tahoe National Forest
631 Coyote Street
Nevada City, CA 95959
Submitted online at https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public//CommentInput?Project=45914
Re: Comments on Tahoe National Forest Over-Snow Vehicle Designation
To Tahoe Forest Supervisor Eli Ilano:
Please accept these comments on behalf of Winter Wildlands Alliance and Snowlands Network on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Tahoe National Forest Over-Snow Vehicle (OSV)
Use Designation. Winter Wildlands Alliance (WWA) is a national nonprofit organization dedicated to
promoting and preserving winter wildlands and a quality human-powered snowsports experience on
public lands. WWA represents over 50,000 members and 41 grassroots partner organizations in 16
states, including Snowlands Network and Tahoe Backcountry Alliance in the Tahoe region. Snowlands
Network is a membership-based organization that advocates for non-motorized backcountry winter
recreation. Snowlands and WWA members often visit Tahoe National Forest (TNF) in the winter and
spring seeking opportunities for winter recreation in quiet, non-motorized, conflict-free environments.
Members of both organizations will be significantly affected by the OSV Use Designation decision.
Our organizations, together with the Center for Biological Diversity, were plaintiffs in one of the lawsuits
that instigated the OSV planning effort, and as part of the settlement of that lawsuit obtained the right
in the Settlement Agreement to submit an alternative to be considered in the analysis. This alternative
has been incorporated in the DEIS as the basis for Alternative 3.

Summary
We appreciate that our comments and concerns are reflected across several of the alternatives. After
reviewing the DEIS, our organizations are mostly supportive of the Modified Proposed Action,
Alternative 2, but feel that the Selected Alternative should incorporate elements of the other
alternatives into the Proposed Action as follows:


Institute an 18-inch minimum snow depth as described in alternative 3.



Manage the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) as a non-motorized corridor as described in alternative 5 –
this requires modifications to the Yuba Northeast, Sierraville West, Donner Summit, Truckee,
and Barker OSV areas.



Designate OSV use in the Black Buttes OSV area as described in alternative 3, but do not
designate OSV use within occupied Sierra Nevada yellow legged frog habitat.
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In addition, we suggest the following modifications to the designated OSV use area boundaries in
Alternative 2 to minimize conflict between recreation uses while providing access and opportunity for
both motorized and non-motorized uses in five particularly popular areas on the TNF: Castle Peak,
Sardine Lakes/Sierra Buttes, Loch Leven Lakes, Carpenter Valley, and Martis Peak. In the DEIS, the
Alternatives described provide only an “all or none” solution for minimizing conflict in these areas –
either the areas are entirely designated for OSV use or OSV use is completely prohibited. While our
organizational preference in these specific areas would be to adopt—again, just for these areas—the
management scenarios articulated in Alternative 3, we believe it is possible, as a reasonable
compromise, for the forest to strike a more delicate balance between Alternatives 2 and 3 by modifying
Alternative 2 for these specific areas as follows:


In the popular human-powered zone on the Northeast side of Castle Peak, designate the Devil’s
Oven area, with access from the north and east to the foot of Basin Peak, for OSV use, but do
not designate the main ski chutes and bowls down into Coon Canyon for OSV use. Likewise,
especially in consideration of recent Land Trust acquisitions and private management plans, do
not designate the Summit Lake area to the east of Castle Valley for OSV use. These compromise
modifications are shown on the map in Attachment 1.



In the Donner Summit/Andesite area, maintain the existing designated Andesite West OSV trail
from I-80 to Sand Ridge but do not designate the area within the Scenery Management System
definition of Foreground for the PCT, including Andesite Peak, for open OSV use. Likewise, do
not designate the area west of the Andesite West OSV trail and south of Lower Castle Creek for
OSV use. These areas are relatively small, easily accessible from the I-80 corridor, extremely
popular and often crowded with non-motorized recreationists of all sorts, and also easily
monitored. These modifications are shown on the map in Attachment 1.



Do not designate the Sardine Lakes/Sierra Buttes/Saxonia Lake area within the Yuba Northeast
area for OSV use, as shown on the map in Attachment 1. To provide OSV access from Sierra City
to the Lakes Basin, designate the Packer Lake Road for OSV use and designate an OSV crossing
point for the PCT where the Packer Lake Road crosses the Trail. Do not designate the area within
the Scenery Management System definition of Foreground for the PCT for OSV use.



Extend the non-motorized area around Loch Leven Lakes approximately ¼ mile to the south to
include Fisher Lake, as shown on the map in Attachment 1.



Do not designate for OSV use a small area north of Carpenter Valley and the land on either side
of Carpenter Valley Road west of Prosser Hill, as shown in the map in Attachment 1.



Do not designate the Martis Peak Trail as an OSV route and coordinate with the Lake Tahoe
Basin Management Area (LTBMU) to create a non-motorized recreation area between Brockway
Summit and Martis Peak, north of Highway 267.

See below (page 12) for further comments and considerations for important human-powered winter
recreation areas on the TNF.
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Minimization
The minimization criteria are the heart of travel management planning. These criteria were initially
referenced in Executive Order No. 11644, 37 Fed. Reg. 2877 (Feb. 8, 1972), as amended by Executive
Order No. 11989, 42 Fed. Reg. 26959 (May 24, 1977). They require the Forest Service, when designating
routes and areas open to motorized travel, to: 1) minimize damage to soil, watershed, vegetation, or
other resources of the public lands; 2) minimize harassment of wildlife or significant disruption of
wildlife habitats; and 3) minimize conflicts between off-road vehicle use and other existing or proposed
recreational uses of the same or neighboring public lands. These minimization criteria were codified in
the 2005 Travel Management Rule, as amended by the 2015 Over-Snow Vehicle Rule.
The OSV Rule requires each National Forest unit with adequate snowfall to designate and display on an
OSV use map a system of areas and routes where OSVs are permitted to travel; OSV use outside the
designated system is prohibited.1 Thus, rather than allowing OSV use largely by default wherever that
use is not specifically prohibited, the rule changes the paradigm to a “closed unless designated open”
management regime.
This paradigm shift entails significant changes in how snowmobiles are managed on National Forest
lands. Forests must apply and implement the minimization criteria when designating each area and trail
where OSV use is permitted,2 not as a means of justifying existing management. Any areas where crosscountry OSV use is permitted must be “discrete, specifically delineated space[s] that [are] smaller . . .
than a Ranger District” and located to minimize resource damage and conflicts with other recreational
uses.3 The minimization criteria must come first, followed by drawing lines on the map.
Application of the criteria requires the Forest Service to minimize impacts — not just identify or consider
them — when designating areas or trails for OSV use, and to demonstrate in the administrative record
how it did so. This duty was recently confirmed by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in WildEarth
Guardians v. U.S. Forest Service4 in which the Court held that the agency must “apply the minimization
criteria to each area it designated for snowmobile use” and “provide a more granular minimization
analysis to fulfill the objectives of Executive Order 11644, which the [Travel Management Rule] was
designed to implement.” More specifically, the Court held that “mere ‘consideration’ of the
minimization criteria is not enough.” The Forest Service must show not just that impacts have been
studied, but specifically demonstrate how effective each of the Alternatives presented in the DEIS is in
minimizing impacts from OSVs. As one of the first forests to implement the new OSV rule, it is critical
that the TNF properly apply the minimization criteria.
Appendices E and F break down the OSV designations by area and provide details on the potential
impacts of OSV use in each area (and for trails in each area). This is a good start towards applying the
minimization criteria, but Appendices E and F, or any place else in the DEIS, do not explain how the
boundaries of each OSV area in each alternative have been located to minimize these impacts. As best
1

36 C.F.R. §§ 212.81, 261.14.
36 C.F.R. §§ 212.81(d), 212.55(b).
3
36 C.F.R. §§ 212.1, 212.81(d), 212.55(b).
4
WildEarth Guardians v. U.S. Forest Service, 790 F.3d 920 (9th. Cir. 2015).
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we can tell, Alternatives 2, 3, and 5 incorporate some boundary adjustments aimed at minimization, but
this is not explicitly spelled out in the DEIS. Likewise, the DEIS does not explain how or whether
designated trails have been located to minimize impacts in each alternative. The DEIS does list many
different mitigation measures, but mitigation is not a substitute for minimization. Many of the
mitigation measures listed rely on uncertain future monitoring, are unenforceable, and lack specificity
and clear triggers for implementation. Additionally, it is unclear whether these mitigation measures
would even be effective in reducing impacts. For these reasons, mitigation cannot be the first line of
defense in minimizing OSV impacts. The OSV use system on the forest – designated routes and areas –
must be designed to minimize impacts. Mitigation is a secondary measure.

Minimize Damage to Soil, Watershed, Vegetation and Other Forest Resources
The National Core Best Management Practices (BMPs) for OSV use in Forest Service Manual 7716
instruct the Forest Service to designate a minimum snow depth and OSV season dates, and manage by
class of vehicle in order to protect underlying vegetation and soil. We are pleased to read in the DEIS
that the TNF intends to comply with these BMPs as part of the overall goal of minimizing impacts to
forest resources.
The Sierra Nevada is already seeing the effects of a changing climate, particularly in relation to the snow
season. In a recent study, scientists identified an alarming and statistically significant decline in winter
snow levels in the northern Sierra Nevada over the past 10 years.5 Over this time period, the winter
snowline in the northern Sierra Nevada has risen by approximately 1,200 feet. This trend is expected to
continue into the future. Due to these impacts, land managers and recreationists cannot assume that
areas that supported winter recreation in the past will continue to do so into the future. In winter travel
planning the TNF should only designate areas for OSV use that receive consistent and ample snow
throughout the winter. The TNF should not designate areas that rarely receive sufficient snow for OSV
travel, as these areas likely won’t continue receiving snow into the future. The TNF should also define a
minimum snow depth for OSV use so that management is flexible and responsive to changing
snowpacks, and set seasonal bookends that define the OSV use season.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 5 generally do not designate low elevation areas on the TNF for OSV use. We
support this approach, as these low elevation areas provide, at best, low quality OSV riding
opportunities and generally don’t receive enough snow to support OSV riding at all. However, they do
contain other values like important wildlife habitat for species, including the foothill yellow legged frog,
mule deer, and bald eagles. Considering that climate change is causing the TNF’s snowline to move
higher, designating low elevation areas for OSV use does not comply with the OSV Rule’s requirement to
conduct winter travel planning in areas that receive sufficient snow to support over-snow recreation.

5 Hatchett et al. 2017. Winter Snow Level Rise in the Northern Sierra Nevada from 2008 to 2017. Water: 9(11),
899; https://doi.org/10.3390/w9110899. Included as Attachment 2.
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Snow Depth
We are pleased to see that each action alternative in the DEIS includes a minimum snow depth, ranging
from 12 to 24 inches for cross-country travel. It is unclear, however, whether Alternative 2 has a 12-inch
minimum snow depth for cross-country travel and a 6-inch minimum snow depth for travel on
designated routes, or whether the Alternative 2 has a more variable standard. On page 26 of the DEIS it
states that Alternative 2 would implement forest-wide snow depth requirements for public OSV use by
allowing public, cross-country OSV use in designated OSV areas only when there is adequate snow depth
to avoid damage to natural and cultural resources. It goes on to state that this would typically be a
minimum of 12 inches of uncompacted snow for cross-country travel and 6 inches for travel on
designated routes. And, on page 172, the DEIS states that “minimum snow depths in alternative 2 are
recommendations only, with a focus on avoiding resource damage.” However, later in the DEIS, for
instance on page 187, it seems that Alternative 2 institutes a firm 12/6-inch minimum snow depth.
Please clarify the minimum snow depth(s) required under Alternative 2.
The DEIS makes a strong argument for requiring a minimum snow depth greater than 6 inches across the
forest. For example, on page 168 the TNF states “On designated trails with 6 inches of snow cover,
snowmobile tracks have a capacity to break through a thinner snowpack and churn soil, litter or trail
surfaces in to the snow, and create isolated ruts in the trail surface. Higher snow amounts may be
required to reduce the potential for resource damage. Modern OSVs with deep lugs on their treads can
easily displace 4 inches of snow each pass, depending on snow moisture amounts.” This is followed on
page 169 with the conclusion that “The 6-inch snow depth may or may not be an adequate depth for
hydrology resource protection.”
Given that not all of the designated routes on the TNF in any of the Alternatives run over (or are
underlain by) existing graveled or paved road surfaces (e.g. the Andesite West OSV Trail), the minimum
snow depth for all designated routes should be greater than 6 inches. While we understand the Forest
Service’s rationale for proposing to allow OSV travel on designated routes when there are 6 or more
inches of snow, versus the 12 or more inches required for OSV travel otherwise in Alternatives 2 and 4,
we have concerns with this management approach.
The DEIS goes into great detail describing the many impacts that OSVs may have on forest resources
without sufficient snowpack to protect these resources. In addition, the DEIS is clear in explaining that 6
inches of snow is insufficient for resource protection. Given the Forest Service’s limited enforcement
resources, it will be impossible to patrol all of the designated routes to ensure that users are not
venturing off these routes and into areas with insufficient snow. To minimize impacts to forest
resources, the Forest Service should institute a consistent snow depth standard across the TNF. We
support the 18-inch minimum snow depth described in Alternative 3. As stated on page 171 of the DEIS,
an 18-inch minimum snow depth provides “adequate snow cover to protect soils and water resources,
and to protect vegetation in riparian areas.” The DEIS does not state that the same would be true for the
minimum snow depths proposed in Alternatives 2 and 4.
If the TNF feels it is absolutely necessary to allow OSV use on designated routes with fewer than 18
inches of snow in order to allow users to access higher-elevation areas, the TNF must provide strict
guidance on where this use is appropriate. Appendix F identifies the specific routes that are routinely
used by OSV riders to access high elevation terrain where there is a consistent disparity in snow depth
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between the trailhead and the proposed open riding areas. If the TNF can explain how the forest will
ensure that OSV users will not venture off-trail until reaching areas with sufficient snow depth and how
compliance would be enforced, we would support allowing OSV travel on these specific routes with less
than 18 inches of uncompacted snow.
There are a number of ways in which the TNF can measure and enforce minimum snow depths. The
Forest could set a number of measuring stations across each designated OSV area, have personnel
manually measure the snow at these areas, and each district office can post when particular trailheads
or designated areas are open or closed. These measurement stations should be in places where snow
depth is representative of snow depth across the larger landscape. Alternatively, the Forest Service can
use existing data stations to predict when snow accumulation meets the minimum depth.
We are working with Dr. Ben Hatchett, a snow scientist at the Desert Research Institute, to develop a
predictive model relating SNOTEL and SNODAS data to snow depth at OSV trailheads in the northern
and central Sierra Nevada.6 Although the model is still under development, several findings from the
preliminary study are applicable for TNF OSV planning right now. One, it may be more useful for the TNF
to consider minimum snow density (measured as SWE). Two, snow depth and density can change
dramatically throughout the snow season, and it is important that land managers be responsive to these
changes in order to guard against resource damage. And, three, it is possible to utilize existing snow
measurement stations to determine when there is sufficient snow on the landscape to open specific
OSV trailheads.
As winter backcountry recreationists, we are aware that there is never a uniform level of snow across
the landscape and that some areas can have extremely deep snow while nearby wind-swept ridges or
south-facing hillsides may have none. The TNF should articulate to the public how it intends to interpret
and enforce minimum snow depths. We recommend that the Forest Service consider the minimum
snow depth to be the average depth in a given OSV use area.
Finally, we would like to alert the TNF to ongoing research examining the issue of minimum snow depth.
To our knowledge there has not been any quantitative research confirming a precise minimum snow
depth necessary to protect against resource damage for Sierra Nevada snow conditions. However, we
are also working with Dr. Hatchett at the Desert Research Institute to answer this question as well.
Unpublished data from this ongoing research indicates that at least 18 inches of uncompacted snow is
needed to protect against soil compaction.
Recommendation
 Require at least 18 inches of uncompacted snow, including on all designated OSV trails, before
allowing OSV use in designated areas or on trails.
Season Dates
To further comply with the requirement to minimize damage to forest resources and the Forest
Service’s own BMPs, we urge the TNF to consider setting OSV season dates. The BMPs cited on page 151
of the DEIS state that the agency should “specify season-of-use to be at times when the snowpack is
6

Hatchett, Benjamin. 2017. Evaluation of Observed and Simulated Snow Depths for Commencing Over Snow
Vehicle Operation in the Sierra Nevada. Report prepared for Winter Wildlands Alliance. Included as Attachment 3.
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expected to be of suitable depth.” Season dates should be considered bookends to the snow seasons,
with minimum snow depth dictating more precisely when OSV use is allowed. Season dates help to
protect forest resources in the shoulder season – both in the fall when people are eager to start their
winter sports and in the spring when they are stretching the winter season to its very end. In both cases
it is well documented that people – OSV users and skiers alike – are willing to travel over bare ground or
turn a blind eye to very low snow levels in order to reach areas with deeper snow. While skiers have the
same impact as a hiker in this scenario, OSVs traveling over bare ground or minimal snow have the same
impact as any other vehicle. These impacts include soil compaction, erosion, and vegetation damage.
As we discussed earlier in these comments, the snow season in the Sierra Nevada is changing
significantly. On average, snow accumulation at OSV trailheads is now three weeks later than was
common 15 years ago.7 In considering an appropriate season-opening date, the TNF should consider
historic “opening dates” based on snow accumulation as described in the 2017 Hatchett report cited
here.8 We suggest December 1.
As described on page 196 and elsewhere in the DEIS, the TNF uses April 30 as the assumed end to the
OSV season for the purposes of wildlife impact analyses. Given the reasons stated in the DEIS9 we
suggest that the TNF winter travel plan set April 30 as the end of the OSV season and prohibit OSV use
on the forest between May 1 and November 30. Considering OSV use drops off dramatically after March
31, an April 30 end-date is quite liberal and accommodates those who desire off-trail spring riding
opportunities.
Recommendations:
 Do not designate low elevation areas for OSV use.


Mandate a minimum snow depth of 18 inches for all OSV travel on the forest.



Set an OSV use season of December 1 – April 30.

Minimize Harassment of Wildlife and Significant Disruption of Wildlife Habitats
The DEIS provides a fair amount of information about wildlife habitat on the TNF and possible OSV
impacts, but it fails to go into enough detail for the reader to ascertain whether or how each alternative
minimizes harassment of wildlife and significant disruption of wildlife habitats. The Forest Service must
demonstrate in the EIS how it has located OSV area boundaries to minimize harassment of wildlife and
significant disruption of wildlife habitat.
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Id.
9
DEIS pg. 196: “OSV use is assumed to be very low (fewer than 10 riders per site per day on a weekend),
depending on specific snow depths and daily temperatures, after the March 31 termination date closing roads for
exclusive OSV use. Based on surveys of Forest Snow Parks and designated OSV route access points, OSV use was
documented until the end of April, at which point snow levels no longer allow continued use of designated OSV
routes (California Department of Parks and Recreation 2010). Therefore, for the purpose of this analysis, April 30 is
used as a cut-off date for the maximum period of interaction between snowmobiles and wildlife.”
8
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Many of the forest plan standards and guidelines, and other conservation measures cited in the DEIS in
relation to raptors and other old forest-dependent species pertain to vegetation projects, not winter
recreation or motor vehicle use. It is unclear how these measures or standards relate to the project at
hand. For example, in discussing California Spotted Owl Protected Activity Centers (PACs) the DEIS lays
out standards and guidelines from the forest plan concerning canopy cover and snags, but there is no
explanation of why this information is relevant to, or informs, winter travel planning. The limited
operating periods (LOPs) described on page 193 of the DEIS pertain to vegetation management projects.
However, given that LOPs are a conservation measure intended to protect species from disturbance
during sensitive times of the year, it seems reasonable to apply LOPs to OSV travel as well as a measure
for minimizing impacts unless, or until, the TNF can show that OSV use does not meaningfully impact
these species.
We appreciate that volume two of the DEIS includes wildlife habitat details for each OSV use area and
trail. This is very informative. However, although the tables in Appendix E tells us how many PACs are
within a particular area, or whether that area contains designated, suitable, or occupied habitat for
listed and sensitive species, they don’t give us any indication of how this information informed the
development of each alternative. For example, concerning PACs – were area boundaries drawn to
exclude buffered PACs? Likewise, were trails located to avoid these areas? If not, how will the Forest
Service enforce mitigation measures if disturbances are detected? And, how will the Forest Service
monitor for disturbance in the first place? The answers to these questions should be clearly spelled out
in the EIS. At the very least, the tables in Appendices E and F should include information for all of the
alternatives under the column headed “If the trail or area is designated, what measures will be taken to
manage OSV use to minimize these effects?”, not just Alternative 2.
As we stated earlier in these comments, addressing the minimization criteria should be part of the
system design rather than relying on possibly un-enforceable mitigation measures. Designated OSV
areas and trails should be located to avoid PACs, sensitive reproductive habitat, and occupied critical
habitat. For amphibian or other hibernating species, if the TNF can demonstrate that OSVs do not
impact these species during the hibernation period it may be acceptable to designate occupied habitat
for OSV use during the hibernation season. In this case, however, there should be a seasonal restriction
wherein OSV use is not allowed in occupied habitat once there is potential for individuals to have
emerged from hibernation.
On page 237 of the DEIS it states that across all alternatives there are 660-foot buffers around bald eagle
nests. This is potentially a good example of minimization through system design. However, we’re curious
to learn more. If the buffer is simply a 660-foot diameter circle of undesignated land within an otherwise
open area this is likely a scenario doomed to fail, as it is unenforceable. We hope that the OSV area
boundaries have been located to avoid bald eagle nests by at least 660 feet, with a logical and
enforceable boundary. However, without detailed maps or more information in the DEIS we can only
guess.
The DEIS models functional habitat connectivity for marten on the TNF and considers how each
alternative potentially impacts habitat connectivity. However, the DEIS does not explain how the forest
intends to protect high quality marten habitat and habitat connectivity. For a sensitive species like
marten, considering how to manage the forest to protect the habitat the species depends upon should
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be the first consideration, not an afterthought. The Forest Plan lays out standards and guidelines to
protect marten den sites from disturbance, as listed on page 193 of the DEIS. However, because the TNF
has yet to identify marten den sites on the forest (although it seems extremely likely they are present), it
is impossible to ascertain whether OSV use is impacting den sites. The OSV plan should error on the side
of caution and protect high quality habitat (4M sites) by designating OSV areas and trail in locations that
avoid high quality marten habitat or connectivity corridors.
Without more information beyond what is included in the DEIS we are unable to offer detailed
comments regarding specific areas. For example, although we believe the TNF should not designate
Sierra Nevada yellow legged frog occupied habitat for OSV use, we cannot provide detailed boundary
adjustment comments because we don’t know where occupied habitat is located. Likewise, although we
would like to see the TNF locate designated OSV areas and trails outside of high value marten
connectivity areas, without knowing where those areas are we cannot provide informed suggestions.
Recommendations:
 Do not designate listed species’ (particularly amphibians) occupied habitat open for OSV use.


Include more information in the FEIS to help the public understand how OSV areas and trails are
located to minimize impacts on wildlife species and wildlife habitat.



Design the system of OSV areas and trails with the intent and purpose of minimizing impacts to
wildlife rather than relying on mitigation measures to address impacts down the road.

Minimize conflicts between motor vehicle use and existing or proposed recreational uses of
Forest Service lands or neighboring Federal lands
Human-powered winter recreationists are all-too familiar with the conflicts that can arise between OSV
use and other recreational uses. These conflicts are described in the DEIS and include competition for
powder snow, noise, air pollution, as well as multiple safety concerns. Conflict in the winter backcountry
is only increasing with time, as more people discover the joys and solace of off-piste winter recreation.
The number of people participating in backcountry skiing and snowboarding, and Nordic skiing is rapidly
expanding as backcountry ski and snowboard equipment has become easier to use. In addition,
backcountry ski and snowboard equipment gets lighter each year, which allows more people to travel
farther into the backcountry than was historically common. The long-standing “5 mile” assumption cited
on page 74 of the DEIS may no longer hold true for significant numbers of non-motorized users. At the
same time, although OSV registration numbers are declining in California, OSV use is still significant on
the TNF, and OSV technology has also improved, facilitating more OSV travel into previously inaccessible
terrain. These factors guarantee conflict unless the Forest Service intentionally and proactively manages
winter recreation use with the goal of minimizing conflict.
In addition to skiers and boarders, the use of the winter backcountry must include consideration of the
needs of snowshoers. Snowshoeing is also an increasingly popular activity, attracting many new winter
visitors due to the fact that they can enjoy the experience their first time out. It is an easy activity to
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learn, attracts participants of all ages, and is an important means of introducing adults and children alike
to the natural landscape and to public lands in winter.
The topic of recreation use conflict is well-studied, and researchers generally divide it into two
categories – interpersonal conflict and social values conflict.10 Interpersonal conflict can be direct and
face-to-face, or indirect (such as a skier smelling snowmobile exhaust or encountering a rutted and
tracked out snow slope). Social values conflict can occur in the absence of direct contact between
individuals but occurs when different groups of individuals have differing opinions or values about
similar activities. Social values conflict between motorized and non-motorized users has been widely
manifest throughout this latest process of OSV planning, as it is often manifest out on the forest in
winter. The Forest Service and other land management agencies must manage and minimize such
conflict through spatial zoning and active management, both of which are necessary tools on the TNF.
Researchers have studied the effectiveness of zoning to reduce use conflict in a high intensity winter
recreation area: Vail Pass in Colorado. They concluded that spatial zoning is one of the most effective
tools that public land managers have to minimize conflict between different winter recreation uses.
However, these researchers also found that even with zoning, interpersonal conflict persists in shared
use areas such as at trailheads and along access routes. 11
Based on this research, it is clear that minimizing conflict between uses is a multi-step process. First, the
TNF must not designate important non-motorized recreation zones for OSV use. Second, the TNF should
also engage in active management, including user outreach and education, monitoring, and
enforcement of motorized restrictions.
It is well established that conflict between motorized and non-motorized recreational uses is
asymmetrical, with non-motorized recreationists consistently experiencing higher levels of conflict than
motorized recreationists.12 Therefore, to meet the requirement to minimize impacts between
recreational uses, it is important that the TNF consider the needs and concerns of the non-motorized
community in addition to the stated purpose and need of this project. Not designating high-value nonmotorized winter recreation areas is an important component to minimizing conflict between
recreational uses on the TNF.
This asymmetrical conflict is no different than the asymmetrical conflict between snowmobiles and 4x4
vehicles. The Forest Service actively manages 4x4 use in winter, with strict limitations on their use, for
two reasons: (1) 4x4 vehicles rut trails/routes and snowmobilers object to that, and (2) because in low
snow 4x4 vehicles are more likely to trench through the snow to earth. Reason 1 is identical to one of
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Miller and Vaske. 2016. Winter Recreation Conflict and Management Approaches at Vail Pas, Colorado. Journal
of Park and Recreation Administration: 34(2), 1-11; http://js.sagamorepub.com/jpra/article/view/6552. Included as
Attachment 4.
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Miller et al. 2017. Does Zoning Winter Recreationists Reduce Recreation Conflict? Environmental Management:
59(1), 50-67; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27734085. Included as Attachment 5.
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Miller and Vaske 2016.
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the fundamental reasons that cross-country OSV use, where a landscape is crisscrossed by OSV tracks,
represents a direct conflict with human-powered winter recreationists.
Recent research by the Forest Service’s Rocky Mountain Research Station, intended to guide winter
travel management decisions, shows that backcountry skiers and snowmobilers seek out significantly
different terrain.13 Under the model developed in this study, areas predicted to be used by
snowmobilers were farther from highways, had greater forest road densities, more open canopy, and
shallower slopes. Meanwhile, the model predicted that non-motorized users select areas that are closer
to highways, in denser canopy cover, and have more terrain variability and steeper slopes. These
differences in “habitat” preference should make it easier for the TNF to zone the backcountry,
separating uses to reduce conflict, while still providing high-quality recreational opportunities for both
motorized and non-motorized uses. For example, the model shows that snowmobilers prefer flatter
terrain than skiers, so not designating steep slopes for OSV use can benefit non-motorized uses while
having little impact on motorized recreation opportunities.
In addition, this study highlights where spatial zoning may be necessary to reduce interpersonal conflict
and where it may not. Zoning is most important in areas where both use types overlap (e.g., near access
points). The study also highlights the emerging conflict between backcountry skiers and hybrid skiers
(those who use snowmobiles to access ski terrain), as hybrid skiers seek out the same terrain as
backcountry skiers (e.g., the terrain on the north side of Castle Peak), but the snowmobiles they use for
access lead to the same types of interpersonal conflict that occurs between backcountry skiers and
snowmobilers. As hybrid skiing is a popular activity on the TNF, it’s crucial that the Forest Service
consider this use and how it fits in with traditionally motorized and non-motorized forms of winter
recreation in shaping the final OSV plan.
The potential effects indicators that the TNF used to consider how to address recreational use conflict
(Table 2, column 3, page 7) are a good start to identifying possible areas of recreational use conflict.
However, it is unclear from this table whether the Forest Service considered how OSV use may impact or
cause conflict with non-motorized winter recreation uses in areas that are currently open to OSVs but
are also high-value non-motorized recreation areas, such as the Sierra Buttes or Castle Peak. In addition,
on pages 68 and 69 of the DEIS the Forest Service discusses inventoried roadless areas in the context of
high-value non-motorized winter recreation areas. This is puzzling. Although inventoried roadless areas
can provide very high-value non-motorized winter recreation experiences, because there are currently
no restrictions on OSV use within these areas on the TNF, in general the fact that they are roadless is not
a significant consideration for skiers, snowshoers, and snowboarders. Inventoried roadless areas provide
significant ecological value and are important for recreation, but winter recreation is more influenced by
accessibility, snowpack, and terrain than by the presence or absence of roads. During scoping we
identified many high-value non-motorized winter recreation areas on the TNF and highlighted these
areas in the Alternative we submitted. The TNF should specifically consider potential conflict in these
areas when analyzing the effects of OSV use on non-motorized recreation uses.
13

Olson et al. 2017. Modeling large-scale winter recreation terrain selection with
implications for recreation management and wildlife. Applied Geography: 86, 66-91.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeog.2017.06.023, included as Attachment 6.
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The TNF attempts to compare alternatives in this DEIS by quantifying motorized and non-motorized
winter recreation opportunities in each alternative and then comparing these figures. This approach is
marginally useful, as acreage is not necessarily indicative of the quality of recreation experience
provided for non-motorized or non-motorized activities. Certain areas of the forest, even in just
comparing areas within 5 miles of plowed trailheads, are more valuable for recreationists than others.
The TNF’s analysis should focus on the quality of the recreation experience – both motorized and nonmotorized – over quantity.

Important human-powered winter recreation areas on the TNF
Six areas on the TNF stand out for being particularly important for non-motorized winter recreation. As
described previously in our scoping comments, these areas are: Sardine Lakes/Sierra Buttes/Saxonia
Lake area; Yuba Pass; the area around the Peter Grubb Hut, Donner Summit North/Castle Peak
(including Andesite Ridge), Donner Summit South; Loch Leven Lakes; and the Prosser/Boca reservoirs
area. In our scoping comments and submitted Alternative we listed these areas as: Sardine Lakes, Lunch
Creek East, PCT/Grubb, Andesite, Devil’s Oven, Coon Canyon, Summit Lake, Donner South, Loch Leven
Lake, and Prosser/Boca. We also have specific concerns regarding the Tahoe NF portion of OSV use
designation on Martis Peak. Finally, we would like for TNF to address the area around Carpenter Valley,
which was recently acquired by the Truckee Donner Land Trust and has the potential to become an
important non-motorized recreation area in the near future.
For the sake of revising this DEIS, we ask that you consider the following areas and suggestions:
CASTLE PEAK NORTHEAST
Castle Peak, particularly the north and east side of the peak, is perhaps the most controversial zone on
the TNF because it is accessible and highly valued by both motorized and non-motorized winter
recreationists. Recognizing this, and concerned that the DEIS offers only “all or nothing” options for the
north side of Castle—either all open to OSV use (Alternative 2) or all closed (Alternative 3, which from a
strictly human-powered perspective would of course be our preference)—we offer the following
compromise suggestion to modify Alternative 2:


Designate the Devil’s Oven area for OSV use, but do not designate the main ski chutes and bowls
down into Coon Canyon for OSV use. This compromise would allow for OSV access to the edge
of the zone, from the north and east to the foot of Basin Peak, but would preserve the main
skiing/snowboarding terrain for human-powered recreation, minimizing conflict between users
and also mitigating potentially serious avalanche safety issues.



Likewise, especially in consideration of recent Land Trust acquisitions and private management
plans that, as we understand them, will encourage human-powered exploration of adjacent
terrain but will not allow for motorized use, do not designate the Summit Lake area to the east
of Castle Valley to I-80 for OSV use.

This compromise will minimize conflict between recreational uses on and around Castle Peak while
allowing both motorized and non-motorized users to access and enjoy high-quality terrain in this area.
These compromise modifications are shown on the map in Attachment 1.
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DONNER SUMMIT/ANDESITE
The terrain around Andesite Peak offers excellent low-angle touring options for Nordic skiers,
backcountry skiers, and snowshoers. This, combined with close proximity to the Donner Summit parking
area and the Pacific Crest Trail (with non-motorized access to the Sierra Club’s Peter Grubb Hut), make
these areas very popular with non-motorized recreationists. To minimize conflict with OSV use in these
areas we ask that the Forest Service modify Alternative 2 as follows:


Do not designate the area within the Scenery Management System definition of Foreground for
the PCT, including Andesite Peak, for OSV use.



Allow OSV travel on the designated Andesite West OSV trail to provide OSV access to more
remote terrain on and around Sand Ridge, but do not designate the area to the west of the trail
for OSV use. South of Lower Castle Creek, limit OSVs to the designated route.

This compromise will allow for less congested non-motorized use and access to the Peter Grubb Hut
than under current management, and will minimize conflict between recreational uses while allowing
both motorized and non-motorized users to access and enjoy high-priority areas on the TNF. These
areas are relatively small, easily accessible from the I-80 corridor, extremely popular and often crowded
with non-motorized recreationists of all sorts, and also easily monitored. These modifications are shown
on the map in Attachment 1.
LAKES BASIN
The area between the Sierra Buttes in the south and Long Lake in the north (on the Plumas National
Forest) is known informally as the Lakes Basin. This area offers abundant opportunities for both
motorized and non-motorized recreation. Gold Lake Highway is groomed for snowmobiles and provides
access to the many OSV trails in the area and those farther north within Plumas NF. Packer Lake Road
provides OSV access to trails to the west and north via Packer Lake Saddle. The Pacific Crest Trail runs
through the western part of this area.
In recent years, despite easy access for communities on the northern end of the Tahoe NF, this area has
been little used by skiers and snowshoers because of the prevalence of cross-country snowmobile use
and the high probability of conflict between motorized and non-motorized users. There is an
opportunity here for Tahoe NF to create a non-motorized recreation area, thereby attracting skiers and
snowshoers, satisfying the frustrated demand for a non-motorized recreation zone, restoring balance to
the area, and improving and diversifying the local economy.
Unfortunately, Alternative 2 does nothing for non-motorized recreation in the Lakes Basin, while
Alternatives 3 and 5 may seem too restrictive to OSV users. Again, as a compromise between
Alternatives 2 and 3/5, we urge the forest to protect a relatively small non-motorized area as follows:


Do not designate OSV use in the Saxonia Lake and Sardine Lakes basins south of Packer Lake
Road, including the popular and iconic backcountry ski and snowboard terrain on the north and
east side of the main Sierra Buttes.



Do not designate the area within the Scenery Management System definition of Foreground for
the PCT for OSV use.
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Provide OSV access from Sierra City to the Lakes Basin by designating the Packer Lake Road for
OSV use and also designating an OSV crossing point for the PCT where the Packer Lake Road
crosses the Trail.

This modification to Alternative 2 is shown on the map in Attachment 1.
LUNCH CREEK
The Lunch Creek area north of Yuba Pass is a popular non-motorized area with several marked ski trails.
There is a designated OSV route here leading north from Yuba Pass that must be shared for two miles by
skiers touring to Beartrap Meadow and making the loop tour to the Lunch Creek trailhead. The area
west of the OSV route is currently closed to OSV use. We appreciate that Alternative 2 also closes the
area east of the OSV route, as this will promote non-motorized recreation on beginner terrain next to a
paved parking lot and facilitate enforcement of the designated-route-only OSV trail. We support this
additional closure.
LOCH LEVEN LAKES
The area south of Interstate 80 near Kingvale is another popular area for non-motorized recreation and
is the location for several outstanding ski tours. We appreciate that the northern part of this area, about
3,000 acres, is not designated as open to OSV use in Alternative 2. However, we recommend that the
closure area be expanded by moving the southern boundary farther south to at least encompass Fisher
Lake, which is a popular destination for non-motorized tourers. There are steep slopes just south of
Fisher Lake that will provide a natural boundary for OSV travel.
This modification to Alternative 2 is shown on the map in Attachment 1.
BOCA HILL
The small area around Boca Hill is good for non-motorized recreation, easily accessible, and close to the
population center in Reno, NV. For this reason, we support the fact that part of this area is not
designated open to OSV use in Alternative 2.
ANDERSON PEAK
The area south of Donner Pass along the Sierra crest between Mount Lincoln and Tinker Knob has long
been used by backcountry skiers. The PCT also runs along the crest here. Extended multi-day trips are
possible here because of the location of the Sierra Club’s Benson Hut on Anderson peak and Bradley Hut
in Pole Creek. The classic Sugar-Bowl-to-Squaw-Valley tour transverses this area. This type of touring is
becoming increasingly popular, and this area is a prime location for this activity.
For these reasons, we support that Alternative 2 does not allow OSV use in the Donner Peak and Mount
Judah areas. However, we would also like to see the eastern slopes of Anderson Peak closed to OSV use,
as articulated in Alternative 5.
MARTIS PEAK
Brockway Summit provides access to two excellent winter recreation areas: (1) the west side of Highway
267 through which the Mt. Watson Road transits, and (2) the east side of Highway 267 through which
Martis Peak Road transits. Other than the private lands, all lands in this area are within the Lake Tahoe
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Basin Management Unit (LTBMU) with the exception of three segments of the Martis Peak Road that
Alternative 2 designates as a discontinuous OSV route.
Snowlands Network and Winter Wildlands Alliance have long argued that the Martis Peak side of the
highway should be designated non-motorized in winter because the west side has become a mecca for
snowmobiling. On the west side, many of the snow-covered roads are groomed and there are excellent
destinations such as Watson Lake, Mt. Watson and Painted Rock with many places for open, crosscountry play. All of these areas were once popular non-motorized destinations, but the increase in
snowmobile use here has driven away nearly all skiers. The presence of a commercial snowmobile
operation at the Mt. Watson Road trailhead further discourages non-motorized recreationists.
In August 2002 Maribeth Gustafson, Forest Supervisor, Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit issued the
North Shore Commercial Outfitter-Guide Snowmobile and Grooming Project Environmental Assessment.
At that time Snowlands Network argued that to create a balance in winter recreation opportunities in
the Brockway Summit area the Forest Service must close the Martis Peak area to snowmobile use as
mitigation of the impact of grooming the Mt. Watson Road, which facilitates snowmobile use, and
mitigation of the impact of the commercial snowmobile concession. Unfortunately, the decision did not
implement the closure in the FEIS stating that such closure is beyond the scope of the project and must
be addressed at the land management plan level because it would require a modification to the plan.
With all the public lands in the Martis Peak area under the jurisdiction of the LTBMU, except for the
three aforementioned road segments, it makes little sense for the TNF to designate the road as an OSV
route. The TNF and LTBMU should work together to determine whether or not the Martis Peak Road
and adjacent area should be designated for OSV use.
CARPENTER VALLEY
This scenic valley has long been a popular location for ski touring, with excellent beginner terrain and
excellent opportunities for quiet and solitude. Formerly privately owned, the Valley is being acquired by
the Truckee Donner Land Trust, which is planning on making it available to the public as a nonmotorized recreation area. The TNF can support the creation of a public non-motorized area here by not
designating neighboring portions of forest for OSV use. These would include 116 acres in Section 14 just
north of the Valley, and the area in Sections 24, 19, and 30 on both sides of Carpenter Valley Road to its
intersection with Alder Creek Road, which provides access to the Valley itself.
Recommendations:
Winter Wildlands Alliance and Snowlands Network recommend the following modifications to the area
and route designations in Alternative 2 to help minimize the conflict between motorized and nonmotorized recreation in the affected areas. The areas affected by the recommendations are all shown in
the map in Attachment 1.


In the Donner Summit area, designate the Devil’s Oven area for OSV use, but do not designate
the main ski chutes and bowls down into Coon Canyon for OSV use. Do not designate the
Summit Lake area to the east of Castle Valley to I-80 for OSV use. Allow OSV travel on the
designated Andesite West OSV trail to provide OSV access to Sand Ridge, but do not designate
the area to the west of the trail and south of Lower Castle Creek for OSV use.



Modify the Foresthill North OSV area boundary so as to not designate Fisher Lake for OSV use.
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Do not designate the Sardine Lakes/Sierra Buttes/Saxonia Lake area within the Yuba Northeast
area for OSV use. Designate the Packer Lake Road for OSV use and designate an OSV crossing
point for the PCT where the Packer Lake Road crosses the Trail.



Designate OSV use in the Truckee OSV area as described in Alternative 5 to minimize conflict
between OSV use and non-motorized use in the Sierra crest region between Mt Lincoln and
Tinker Knob and along the Pacific Crest Trail and the eastern slopes of Anderson Peak.



Do not designate the small segments of TNF land in the Martis Peak area for OSV use and
coordinate with the LTBMU on creating a non-motorized area on the north side of Highway 267
and restoring the balance between motorized and non-motorized recreation in this important
and popular area.



Do not designate TNF lands neighboring Carpenter Valley to the north and east, as shown in the
map in Attachment 1.



Manage the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) as a non-motorized corridor as described in alternative 5 –
this requires modifications to the Yuba Northeast, Sierraville West, Donner Summit, Truckee,
and Barker OSV areas.

PACIFIC CREST TRAIL
Designating OSV use within the trail corridor, as proposed in alternatives 2 and 4, would bring high
potential for conflict between motorized and non-motorized uses on and along the Pacific Crest Trail
(PCT) and conflict with the Forest Service’s mandate to manage the PCT as a Congressionally-designated
national non-motorized trail.
The TNF should not think of the PCT corridor as a linear, non-motorized “wall” passing through the
forest. Instead, when designating areas for OSV use the TNF should locate OSV area boundaries in a way
that avoids the trail, considering how topography affects the trail viewshed and soundscape. The TNF
should consider the landscape through which the PCT passes and how that landscape affects the
experience of trail users as well as OSV users.
In roadless and semi-primitive areas, where the summer PCT experience is quite wild and motorized
activity is not evident within the vicinity, OSV activity should similarly be far removed from the trail. In
roaded areas, it may be acceptable to have OSV routes cross the trail more frequently. We support the
Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) management outlined in Alternative 5 (including designated crossing points and
routes), which uses the Forest Service’s Scenery Management System definition of Foreground to
designate OSV area boundaries in locations that minimize impact to the PCT, while also providing for
designated crossing routes to provide connectivity between OSV areas. This management aligns with the
direction in the PCT comprehensive plan.
Snowmobiling along – not simply on, the trail is specifically called out as a management concern in the
Comprehensive Plan14 and listed among the reasons that a Comprehensive Plan was necessary. Page 21
of the PCT Comprehensive Plan states that: “Snowmobiling along the trail is prohibited by the National
14

Pacific Crest Trail Comprehensive Plan at pages 13 and 15,
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5311111.pdf
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Trails System Act, P.L 90-543, Section 7(c). Winter sports plans for areas through which the trail passes
should consider this prohibition in determining areas appropriate for snowmobile use.” This language,
particularly the reference to “areas through which the trail passes” make it clear that areas around the
PCT must be managed in a way that protects the non-motorized character of the trail.
As further evidence that the Comprehensive Plan intends for areas adjacent to the trail—not merely the
tread of the trail itself—to be managed as non-motorized, the Comprehensive Plan also states: “If crosscountry skiing and/or snowshoeing is planned for the trail, any motorized use of adjacent land should be
zoned to mitigate the noise of conflict.”15
The Tahoe NF’s final winter travel plan must be forward-looking. Although winter use on the trail may
currently be relatively limited, long-distance backcountry ski touring is on the rise worldwide, and winter
use on the trail is highly likely to increase significantly over the life of the travel plan. By way of example,
the following chart provided by the hut coordinator for the Sierra Club’s Peter Grubb Hut, shows a
dramatic increase in winter hut visitation on the Pacific Crest Trail over the last decade.

In addition to complying with the PCT Comprehensive Plan, we see no practical reason to designate
areas for OSV use within close proximity to the PCT. OSVs are only allowed to cross the PCT on
designated routes. There is little to be gained for OSV users if they are allowed to ride within the area
15

Pacific Crest Trail Comprehensive Plan at page 21
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directly adjacent to the PCT, but allowing this use invites the temptation for OSV users to cross the trail
at points outside of the designated routes. The PCT is not necessarily easy to identify in the winter if
you’re not looking for it. It will be much easier for OSV users to comply with the travel plan if the travel
plan is designed in a manner that makes sense to people on the ground, not just on a map.
Recommendations:
 Do not designate OSV use in areas that fall within the Forest Service Scenery Management
System definition of Foreground for the Pacific Crest Trail, as described in Alternative 5.


Designate PCT crossing routes for OSV use where necessary along existing motorized routes to
facilitate OSV connectivity between designated OSV areas on either side of the PCT.

Minimize conflicts among different classes of motor vehicle uses on NFS lands or neighboring
Federal lands
We support the proposal in Alternatives 2 and 5 to manage for two different types of OSVs, Class 1 and
Class 2. Differentiating between smaller, more traditional OSVs and larger vehicles that have been
equipped to travel over snow makes sense to us. These larger and heavier OSVs likely compress the
snow far deeper than snowmobiles and timber sleds. Allowing these vehicles to travel cross-country
would put soil and vegetation resources on the TNF at risk in addition to causing conflict with traditional,
Class 1 OSVs.
In this same vein of managing for different classes of OSV, we propose that the TNF consider requiring
Best Available Technology (BAT) for OSV use in certain designated areas. In our original proposal,
submitted to the TNF during scoping, we asked that the forest consider requiring BAT OSVs in the Lakes
Basin. Emissions and noise are sources of conflict. Reducing emissions and noise from OSVs will help to
alleviate use conflict between motorized and non-motorized activities in popular shared-use areas like
the Lakes Basin. This harkens back to the minimization criteria discussed above – minimizing conflict
between uses – but given what the Forest Service is proposing concerning Class 1 and Class 2 OSVs, we
feel it pertinent to also discuss this topic here.
Public land managers frequently classify and manage for different types of vehicle. For example, in
Yellowstone National Park and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit commercial snowmobile
operators are required to use BAT machines (in Yellowstone all snowmobiles must meet BAT standards).
Likewise, the Forest Service often restricts the size of boat motors allowed on certain lakes. In lakes such
as Lake Tahoe, older technology personal watercraft are prohibited altogether. Water and snow-based
recreation have many similarities, not least of which is the close interaction between human-powered
recreationists and small-engine powered recreationists. In the same way that 2-stroke engines cause
avoidable conflict on lakes, they do on the snow and the Forest Service has the tools needed to
minimize that conflict.
Recommendations:
 Adopt Class 1 and Class 2 OSV categories as described in Alternatives 2 and 5


Require BAT OSVs in popular shared use areas like the Lakes Basin
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Designated OSV Areas
The OSV Rule requires each National Forest unit with adequate snowfall to designate and display on an
OSV use map a system of areas and routes where OSVs are permitted to travel; OSV use outside the
designated system is prohibited.16 Thus, rather than allowing OSV use largely by default wherever that
use is not specifically prohibited, the rule changes the paradigm to a “closed unless designated open”
management regime. This paradigm shift entails significant changes in how snowmobiles are managed
on National Forest lands. Forests must apply and implement the minimization criteria when designating
each area and trail where OSV use is permitted,17 not as a means of justifying existing management. Any
areas where cross-country OSV use is permitted must be “discrete, specifically delineated space[s] that
[are] smaller . . . than a Ranger District” and located to minimize resource damage and conflicts with
other recreational uses.18 The minimization criteria must come first, followed by drawing lines on the
map. We have already discussed minimization in these comments; now, we turn our attention to the
second step – determining the actual boundaries of OSV use areas.
The TNF should designate areas for OSV use where that use makes sense – areas have the terrain,
vegetation cover, and snowpack to allow for OSV travel. Doing so is an important component of
complying with the OSV Rule’s “closed unless designated open” requirement. The TNF must be able to
justify the boundaries and locations of OSV areas, and there is no justification for designating places that
don’t support OSV travel. We encourage the TNF to better utilize the use analysis model described in the
DEIS. In general, OSV area designations should be located in areas with moderate to high quality OSV
use opportunities. In order for the public to better understand the OSV use potential for areas
designated in each alternative, the FEIS should include a map that overlays the use assumptions map
with each alternative.
The TNF should approach the OSV designation process in a series of steps. First, it should identify areas
that should not be designated for OSV use – such as the important non-motorized areas described
above, areas adjacent to the PCT, sensitive wildlife habitat, or other areas where the public has
identified conflicts with potential or existing OSV use. Next, the TNF should consider where on the forest
there is enough snow to support winter recreation. Based on this information the TNF can identify the
areas on the forest where OSV use is appropriate. Finally, the TNF should identify and locate the exact
locations for OSV areas using topography and other obvious physical features on the ground to create
easily identifiable and enforceable boundaries. The TNF should go through a similar process when
designating OSV routes. The end result of this process should be designated OSV routes and areas that
are justifiable and located in a manner that minimizes impacts, per the minimization criteria.
The TNF should not designate an area open to OSV use that is larger than a ranger district. The following
OSV subareas as described in the DEIS contain areas open to OSV use that are contiguous to an open
area in a neighboring subarea: Reservoirs, Sierraville East, Sierraville West, Donner Summit, Black
Buttes, Lafayette, Bowman, and Foresthill North. Taken together, the contiguous open areas form one,
16

36 C.F.R. §§ 212.81, 261.14.
36 C.F.R. §§ 212.81(d), 212.55(b).
18
36 C.F.R. §§ 212.1, 212.81(d), 212.55(b).
17
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large open area of about 248,000 acres, or 30% of the forest. If the private area within this open area
that is surrounded by forest land is also included as part of the open area, then the size is about 330,000
acres, or 36% of the forest. Since snowmobiles may freely travel throughout the entirety of this area, it
must be considered as an open area that is significantly larger than a ranger district. A map of this open
area is shown below. The green area represents a contiguous area open to OSV use. The included
private land is shown in light yellow.

Recommendations:
After reviewing the DEIS and associated maps our organizations have concluded that we generally
support Alternative 2, IF the following minor changes are made to the designated area boundaries in
this alternative in order to minimize impacts to forest resources, minimize disruption or harassment of
wildlife and wildlife habitat, and minimize conflict between recreational uses:


Manage the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) as a non-motorized corridor as described in alternative 5 –
this requires modifications to the Yuba Northeast, Sierraville West, Donner Summit, Truckee,
and Barker OSV areas.
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Designate OSV use in the Black Buttes OSV area as described in alternative 2, but do not
designate OSV use within occupied Sierra Nevada yellow legged frog habitat in order to
minimize impact to this listed species, or, prohibit late season (after April 1) OSV use in occupied
Sierra Nevada yellow legged frog habitat.



Designate OSV use in the Donner Summit and Sierraville West OSV area as described previously
in these comments and as depicted on the map in Attachment 1 to minimize conflict between
recreational uses on and around Castle Peak, Andesite, Summit Lake and the Pacific Crest Trail.



Modify the designated area boundary in the Yuba Northeast OSV area as described previously in
these comments and as depicted on the map in Attachment 1 to minimize conflict between OSV
and non-motorized uses in the Saxonia Lake/Sardine Lakes/Sierra Buttes area, and to minimize
conflict between OSV use and the requirement to manage the PCT as a non-motorized trail. We
are supportive of the Alternative 2 designated area boundaries for the rest of the Yuba
Northeast OSV area, it protects the area north of Yuba Pass (Lunch Creek East) for nonmotorized recreation.



Modify the Foresthill North OSV area as described previously in these comments and depicted
on the map in Attachment 1. Move the OSV use area boundary to exclude Fisher Lake as well as
the Loch Leven Lakes. Doing so will minimize conflict between non-motorized and OSV uses in
this popular ski touring area.



Do not designate OSV use on TNF lands adjoining Carpenter Valley.



Do not designate OSV use on the small segments of TNF land in the Martis Peak area..

Designated OSV Trails
It is not apparent from the DEIS that the TNF considered the minimization criteria in advance of
designating OSV routes in each alternative. We understand that the mitigation measures listed in
Appendix F are intended to address the minimization criteria, but this approach is problematic. Listing
mitigation measures instead of demonstrating how trails have been located with the objective of
minimizing impacts does not comply with the OSV Rule’s requirements.
Our review of the DEIS left us with several questions and concerns regarding how designated routes in
the different alternatives may or may not comply with the minimization criteria. The DEIS does not
demonstrate that OSV routes have been located to minimize impacts, it merely lists the adverse effects
of OSVs using particular trails and steps the Forest Service might take to mitigate these adverse effects
under Alternative 2. The DEIS does not explain what mitigation measures, if any, would be implemented
for alternatives 1, 3, 4, and 5, although we assume the mitigation measures would be consistent across
alternatives. In addition, although the OSV routes designated vary across alternatives, Appendix F only
appears to include the routes that are designated in Alternative 2. Appendix F does not describe what
the impacts may be of the routes in Alternatives 1, 3, and 5 that are not included in Alternative 2 (there
are no routes in Alternative 4 that are not also in Alternative 2).
Understanding that many of the proposed designated OSV routes are underlain by existing roads and
motorized trails (while other are not), the FEIS should discuss whether there is potential or need to re-
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route (locate) any trails that cross over or are adjacent to TES species/habitat, or traverse sensitive
resource areas.

Minimize Harassment of Wildlife and Significant Disruption of Wildlife Habitats
The DEIS shows that several designated routes will pass within a quarter mile of northern goshawk and
California spotted owl nesting sites. According to Appendix F the Forest Service will monitor for
disturbance to these nest sites and implement a limited operating period if disturbance from OSV use is
detected. The DEIS does not include a monitoring plan, nor does it explain what a limited operating
period would entail. The FEIS should include detailed monitoring plans all species that the Forest Service
believes OSVs have the potential to disturb. The FEIS should also clearly articulate what actions the TNF
will take if disturbance is detected. We assume that a limited operating period means that OSV use
would be prohibited on specific trails during the dates listed, but the DEIS does not clearly explain that
this would be the case.

Minimize Damage to Soil, Watershed, Vegetation and Other Forest Resources
Appendix F states that the Cal Ida Scales trail crosses two known occurrences of Lupinus dalesiae, a
Sensitive plant species. The mitigation measure for this is to protect Lupinus dalesiae by only allowing
OSV use to occur when there is enough snow to prevent damage to plants and prevent soil compaction.
However, earlier in the DEIS it states that 6 inches will generally be the minimum snow depth required
for travel on designated routes, and that 6 inches is insufficient to prevent soil compaction or protect
vegetation.19 In no way does the DEIS explain how the Cal Ida Scales trail, or any other trail, has been
located to minimize impacts and, for at least this trail, it does not even appear that the stated mitigation
measures would be effective in protecting this sensitive plant species.

Minimize conflicts between motor vehicle use and existing or proposed recreational uses of
Forest Service lands or neighboring Federal lands
MARTIS PEAK TRAIL
The DEIS incorrectly states that there is no conflict with non-motorized winter recreation on the Martis
Peak trail.20 This statement is incorrect. The Martis Peak Lookout has been a popular cross-country ski
destination for many decades. The road and area historically were heavily used by non-motorized winter
recreationists with little use by snowmobilers. If that is no longer the case, it is because non-motorized
recreation has been displaced here by the presence of increased OSV use due to commercial
snowmobile rental operations on both sides of the highway.
Access to the greater Martis Peak area and to the Mt. Rose Wilderness is generally on the Martis Peak
Road. The road is narrow and, when tracked by snowmobiles, the ruts make skiing both unenjoyable
and dangerous. In answer to the question, “Does the trail abut a non-motorized area on adjacent
national forest or other Federal lands?” the DEIS correctly answers “yes” and refers to the Mt. Rose
19
20

TNF DEIS page 168, also see “snow depth” section earlier in these comments
Appendix F (b)(3), Martis Peak Trail (SNO-17E02), page 225
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Wilderness. However, it fails to consider that the LTBMU may designate the adjacent lands along the
road as non-motorized in its winter travel management planning, and this is not addressed here. The
use of the TNF segments should be determined in conjunction with the LTBMU lands in the area.
INDEPENDENCE LAKE TRAIL
The DEIS contains this astounding statement in trying to explain why OSV use of the Independence Lake
Trail (SNO-15E35) would not cause conflict with non-motorized visitors desire for solitude and quiet
recreation (page 212): “Non-motorized users of this groomed route (cross-country skiers, dog sleds,
snow shoe hikers) are aware this is a designated OSV trail, groomed with State OHV funds.”
By this logic, the Forest Service can eliminate all conflict by simply declaring that all routes and trails
have been designated for OSV use and publicizing that fact. Clearly, the fact that non-motorized users
are aware that a trail is used by snowmobiles does not mitigate the impact of those vehicles on their
experience. The implication is that non-motorized users who object to the presence of OSVs should seek
recreation elsewhere, and only those who do not mind the impact of OSVs on their experience should
use designated OSV routes. While this is in fact the approach that many non-motorized users will take, it
does not eliminate the responsibility of TNF to minimize potential conflict and not simply state that
users are aware that their experience may be degraded by known causes.
PROSSER HILL TRAIL
Appendix F states that the Prosser Hill Trail (SNO-16E29) was originally marked as a cross-country ski
trail but would be designated for OSV use in the winter travel plan. It does not explain whether
designating this ski trail for OSV use would lead to use conflict, although this seems likely.
Recommendations
 The FEIS must explain how OSV routes in each alternative have been located to minimize
impacts.


The FEIS should include detailed monitoring plans for all species that the Forest Service believes
OSV use on designated routes has the potential to disturb and clearly articulate what actions the
TNF will take if disturbance is detected.



Do not designate the Martis Peak Road segments as an OSV route.

Climate Change
It is well documented that climate change is leading to a reduced snow season in the Sierra Nevada. Not
only is the season getting shorter, the physical footprint of where snow occurs is shrinking.21 This means
that in the future winter recreationists will have less space to recreate. Even in the high Sierra, where
climate impacts are projected to be less severe than other locations, scientists predict that the snow
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Wobus et al. 2017. Projected climate change impacts on skiing and snowmobiling: A case study of the United
States. Global Environmental Change 45 (2017) 1–14.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378016305556. Included as Attachment 7.
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season will decrease by at least 20 percent by 2050.22 This change is already happening. As we’ve
already discussed in these comments, recent research in the Tahoe region reveals that snow
accumulation is now occurring 3 weeks later than it did just 10 years ago, and the average winter
snowline has moved up significantly uphill.23
Climate change and accompanying changes in snow accumulation and snowpack on the TNF will have
significant repercussions for winter recreationists on the TNF. As the total acreage covered by deep
snow decreases there will be less space for recreationists to spread out to avoid conflict. Likewise, as
traditional winter trailheads lose snow cover for all or part of the traditional winter season, use patterns
will change. This is already evident on the TNF in that in recent years the Castle Peak trailhead, which is
on a southerly aspect at 7,200 feet elevation has been bare dirt at times even in mid- to late-winter. This
creates significant access issues even for people on skis and snowshoes, and forecloses OSV access
without significant resource damage.
The TNF winter travel plan should be forward-looking and proactively address the conflict and access
issues predicted to occur as snowpack continues to retreat. Just as the TNF should not designate low
elevation areas for OSV use, it should also consider possible locations for new, higher-elevation, winter
trailheads.
Recommendations:
 Do not designate low elevation areas for OSV use


Consider possible locations for new winter trailheads so that winter recreationists can continue
to access snow-covered landscapes as the snowline retreats

Economic Impacts
Winter visitors to the TNF have consistently engaged more in cross-country skiing than snowmobiling
according to the TNF’s visitor use monitoring surveys and the DEIS. In addition, OSV registrations in
California are on the decline. For these reasons, we find it curious that the economic impact section in
the DEIS does not include details on the economic benefits of non-motorized winter recreation on the
TNF. In fact, non-motorized winter recreation is a primary factor in the region’s winter economy and a
key piece of the economic puzzle. The DEIS concludes that alternatives 3 and 5 would not measurably
decrease OSV visitation to the TNF and therefore would not change the economic picture relative to
today. However, if the DEIS more fully considered the economic benefits of non-motorized recreation it
might also conclude that improving recreation opportunities for skiers and snowshoers, as alternatives 3
and 5 would do, would significantly benefit the region’s economy.
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Errors in the DEIS
Table S-3, Summary of environmental effects, page xi is both confusing and erroneous. This table
purports to analyze quantitatively the comparative opportunities for quality, non-motorized recreation
among the five alternatives. However, the results seem to be erroneous and the methodology flawed
and incomplete.
The algorithm for measuring a numerical value of opportunity is to compute the number of acres of
forest service land that are not designated for OSV use and that are within five miles of a plowed parking
area. This reflects the assumption that the majority of non-motorized users will not travel farther than
five miles in a single day trip, and that the presence of motorized vehicles will detract from the quality of
their experience.
While these are reasonable assumptions, they do not include other factors that contribute to a quality
non-motorized backcountry winter recreational experience, such as proximity to freeways or
commercial resorts, snow conditions, views, terrain, tree cover, etc. Despite these shortcomings, the
measure might still be interesting, if not definitive, if done correctly. This is not the case, however, for
the results presented in Table S-3.
The primary defect is that only the seven parking lots presented in the alternative maps were
considered, and those are all intended for OSV staging. (The DEIS does not list which parking lots were
used, but in a private communication Joe Chavez informed us of the seven that were included.) Major
parking lots for non-motorized use were not included in the analysis. This includes the extremely
popular Donner Summit Sno-Park and the established parking at Donner Memorial State Park, the Pole
Creek trailhead, and numerous informal parking areas such as those along Old Highway 40 at Kingvale
and Norden.
The analysis is also flawed by the inclusion of the low elevation area around the China Wall staging area,
which was included. Under Alternatives 2, 3, and 5, there are about 10,000 acres of closed area within 5
miles of the parking lot. However, most of that acreage is under 5000 feet in elevation, and little of it
provides quality non-motorized experience.
Also, the numbers in the Table as presented do not make sense, as Alternatives 1 and 4 should be
similar but are quite different. According to Joe Chavez, the number for Alternative 1 is in error and will
be corrected in the FEIS.
Because 1) important parking areas for non-motorized recreation were not included, 2) low-elevation
land is regarded the same as high-elevation, and 3) other important factors cannot be used in a
quantitative way, the results of this analysis are meaningless and should be removed from the FEIS.
Rather, the Forest Service should be using a qualitative approach to analyze the impact of adding
additional areas not designated as open for OSV use to create a balance of opportunity for nonmotorized recreation.
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Concluding Thoughts
The TNF is on the right path with winter travel planning, and with a few key modifications to the
proposed action, the TNF will have a winter travel plan that supports robust and sustainable winter
recreation opportunities for all user groups. We applaud the Forest Service for the work that has gone
into this DEIS, and we look forward to continuing to work with the TNF through the remainder of this
planning process.
Sincerely,

Jim Gibson
Director
Snowlands Network
PO Box 321171
Los Gatos, CA 95032
jgibson@snowlands.org

Hilary Eisen
Policy Director
Winter Wildlands Alliance
PO Box 631
Bozeman, MT 59771
heisen@winterwildlands.org
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